PORCUPINE

A simple to build multivariable retaining wall
system from Armortec
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PORCUPINE is undoubtedly the most versatile and economic
solution for effective and visually appealing retaining walls

Porcupine

Porcupine has been used for:-

A variety of options are available to
alleviate the problems from:-

TECHNICAL DETAILS
DESIGN SERVICE

CONCRETE SPECIFICATION

The Porcupine block

DIMENSIONS MARK II BLOCK

150mm

200mm
330mm

Installation Instructions
TYPICAL DETAILS
Mark III Porcupine
Round Face

Flat Face

It is important to get the foundation surface level as
any irregularity will show in the finished wall.
FIG 1

Installation
The lower block should always be placed horizontally
on the foundation so that the flat face is vertical to
the rear.

Concrete
chamfer

Steel
dowel

330mm
wide

Foundation
FIG 3

The top splines should be
brushed clean on every
block before laying the next
block on top.
1. Dig Trench

FIG 2

2. Install to a level
line temporary
shutters

3. Pour concrete,
trowel to a
smooth level
surface and
insert dowel
bars

4. Lay first row of
blocks and
place concrete
chamfer over
dowel bars

Temporary
shutters

200mm long 10mmØ dowel bars
at 0.5m centres

Bends and Curves

820mm approx.

TYPICAL WALLS

Split Face Blocks
A random surface to
the face of the wall
can be achieved by
using our split face
Porcupine blocks.
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Vertical Wall
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7.5° Wall (82.5°
from horizontal)

Securing of
Porcupine Coping Block
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Design Service
We offer clients a “Design Suggestion Service” for Porcupine retaining walls.
Using our dedicated computer program, we will incorporate customer’s
specific construction parameters to ensure that the required factors of safety
can be achieved if construction work is carried out correctly.
Our design suggestion service, which complies with BS8006,
does not constitute or imply an indemnified design.
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